Since Albina’s inception in 1939 we have been producing bends for industrial type applications. We have learned from our experiences, developed new bending processes, purchased innovative equipment and designed and built our own bending equipment.

We have learned that sometimes a standard production schedule won’t meet your needs. Albina has a flexible schedule to accommodate your needs- our schedule is never set in stone. If you have a shutdown that requires us to work all night- we will work to your needs. We are a job shop! We are here to service you.

There is not a project that is too difficult for Albina. All you need to do is tell us what you want-we will take care of the rest!

We are qualified to process NQA-1 work for certified NQA-1 shops.
Heavy Industrial Applications

Boiler Tubes, Heat Exchangers & Coils
- Our goal is to minimize the end users down time. The faster we can bend your material will result in considerable cost savings to the end user. We provide same day service and rush deliveries whenever applicable.

Pipe Sections, Tanks & Piping Systems
- We can service all of your required plate work as well. Our plate roll is consistently rolling custom tanks for countless industries. We also specialize in non-standard pipe diameters and non-standard bend requirements.

Laterals
- For chip lines and pulp & paper mills.
- Bent and Fabricated by Journeymen Steam Fitters.

Solar Panels, Wind Power & Other Alternative Energy Applications
- We have been involved in numerous alternative energy projects including the largest privately owned solar panel array in the Northwest. Various fabricators require pipe, tube, wide flange, square and rectangular tubing for their alternative energy project. In most cases AESS bent sections are required- Albina is your solution.

Pipe Spools
- Our qualified Steam Fitters have the skills required to fabricate your pipe spools, wear backs, or other pressure retaining components. One call can result in bent material fully fabricated with flanges, fittings, misc. components, etc.

Marine & Locomotive Parts
- Our bends are used on Locomotive frames, Boat frames, deck rails and even components for homeland security helping to protect our docks and ports.

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CAPABILITIES